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[Source, citation: animal farm, george orwell, ralph Steadman] 

 

   A marker of what’s to come in this, what could be brief analysis is the image along with caption on the 

back-cover: “all animals are equal but some animals are more equal than others.”  

this along with at least this sighting of cited p.3 
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“ … feebly  and wandering from side to side to find some place where they would not be trodden on.”  

underline:  “trodden” 

We move to a sense of what is exchange theory, obviously.  

on cited p.6 “ ‘Man is the only creature that consumes without producing. He does not give milk, he 

does not lay eggs, he is too weak to pull the plough, he cannot run fast enough to catch rabbits.”  

( - or roughly text didn’t check to see if it was all put down correctly) 

                   “Yet he is lord of all the animals. He sets them to work, he gives back to them the bare 

minimum that will prevent them from starving, and the rest he keeps for himself. Our labour tills the soil, 

our dung fertilizes it, and yet there is not one of us that owns more than his bare skin.”  

    In a something like pitying version of compassionate response is perhaps this:  

[Accompanying music citation: 2pac, letter to my unborn child] 

  He rules as “lord” over “animals” because he’s unable no matter what? [does it say this part] the no 

matter what? to produce such on his. As is likely; obvious: what they can; if he controls their “work” 

then/than he has control? over production but they can; can they also perform his role while he can’t 

perform their role, s. However without him having the option of the ability to perform an actual role an 

unpredictable even worse injustice, and injustices assuming into their universe, universes. [why.] 

  it’s important to include an actual active choice option that can be verified as in real police action what 

if every “Man” was given (Review, too.) the basic option of work that actual lent to production and-or 

its equivalency; and the choice was somehow actually verified; and verified again in period phases.  

 


